
 

 

 

 

Cycling Biomechanics and 
Injuries 
   
It has been said that cycling has become the new golf.  
With it’s huge popularity as both a recreational and 
competitive sport, there are a raft of injuries that are specific to cycling.  The most 
commonly effected area’s are the lower back and knee.  Central to staying pain free on the 
bike is ensuring that the bike is fitted correctly the rider.  This is a relatively simple formula 
of measurements blended with experience of those who are doing the fit.  Other important 
factors are how the riders address the bike or the posture they assume and graduating 
training loads. 
 
The lower back and pelvis like many other sports is the central base of support.  Power from 
the legs can only be transmitted to the pedals if this if firmly anchored and stable in the 
saddle.  Excessive movement of the back or non ergonomic postures place can place undue 
loads through joints, muscles, ligaments and tendons.  The duration in the saddle and higher 
work loads place larger forces upon  soft tissue and boney structures.  Hill climbing, time 
trialing or big gear work highlight any deficiencies in training progression or poor setup.   
The role of the upper body during cycling is not passive and is of prime assistance to 
stabilising the pelvis.  The large muscles of the back via connection to the upper limbs, assist 
with bracing the lower back and pelvis as we hold or gently pull on the handle bars.  So not 
to waste energy or excessively load the lower back, it is important to keep the upper body as 
steady as possible.  This is important to practise during climbing in the saddle or big gear 
efforts. 
At an average pedalling cadence of 80 revolutions per minute (RPM), each knee flexes and 
extends almost two and a half thousand times per hour.  Graduated training allows tissue 
adaptation to new levels of load.  If knee alignment is slightly incorrect, the saddle is too 
high or low or muscle imbalances are present, there is fair margin for tissue irritation and 
eventual injury.  Focus here should be on keeping the knee aligned over the foot during the 
downward press of the pedal stroke.  Again this is most relevant with climbing in the saddle 
or big gear work.  Most relevant to setup here is the position and direction of the cleat under 
the shoe.  This will determine the angle the foot is pointing in.  This should be positioned so 
the pedal axle is under the forefoot  and the direction of angle to reflect the natural stance 
of the foot.  This is usually with a small degree of outward rotation.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Saddle height can be calculated in several different ways.  Some have scant scientific 

validity and others have not accounted for modern methods and equipment.  Getting this 
right is the balance between maximum power output and maximum efficiency.  There is still 
massive debate over the best way to calculate an ideal saddle height with so many variables.  
Three methods are discussed. 
 

1. The Heel method: 

With the rider sitting evenly on the saddle and the crank in line with the seat tube, 
the heel of the rider is placed on the pedal at which point the knee should be 
straight.  Although somewhat rough and no scientific validity, it is a good rough 
starting position. 

2. The 109% method: 

A more robust method was developed by Hamley & Thomas in a 1967 paper. They 
experimented with different saddle heights and found that the ideal was achieved 
when the saddle was positioned at 109% of your inseam length when measuring 
from the centre of the pedal axle to the top of the seat height with the crank in line 
with the seat tube. 

3. The Holmes method: 

This uses a goniometer which is a tool for measuring joint angles.  The angle from the 
hip over the knee is measured when the cranks are at bottom dead centre or lowest 
point.  The recommended angle is 25-35 degrees or expressed another way 165-145 
degrees. 

Knowing there is so much variance in calculating the ideal saddle height, it is important to 
get an experienced eye to critique your position on the bike.  Of course if you have access to 
a laboratory with power cranks, gaseous exchange measurer and blood lactate testing, then 
it’s easy!! 

 

Other injuries specific to cycling include: 
 
Handle Bar Palsy:  Numbness, Pins and Needles in the hands due to compression of neural 
tissue in wrist and hands 
Saddle Seat Neuropathy/Cyclists Syndrome:  This is caused by either vascular or neural 
damage to the pudendal nerve.  This can result in numbness of the penis and scrotum after 
prolonged cycling, or an altered sensation of ejaculation, with disturbance of micturition 
(urination) and reduced awareness of defecation. 
Grazes and Fractures:  Most commonly broken bone is the clavicle and grazes can occur 
anywhere, especially when all you have between you and the road is lycra! 
 
Apart from careful setup, graduated training and good pedaling technique, it is also 
important to consider good muscle balance, flexibility and strength of key muscle groups.  
Cycling is far more than just leg exercise. 
If your not totally comfortable on your bike and would like to have us perform a bike fit and 
muscle balance assessment, give us a call on 4164455 
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